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Window Shopping 
Late on Friday evenings when dusk was shunting pinkish clouds over the 

horizon, the family would set off, the kids straggling behind, the youngest already in 

pyjamas, all three with hair severely combed. Down main street, the windows were lit 

like television screens. Displaying the stuff of dreams: the newest range of Frigidaire, 

the best books with orange spines, fashions the children would later malign. 

Mum, who was once one of the window shopping children, stops at the red 

traffic light by the mall. Shopping malls are built like boxes now, designed without 

windows onto the world. No seductive images to see here. And now only teenagers 

hoon the streets as twilight casts off her sweet pink for mysterious black. Mum tells us 

the story about the old hand-be-down sofa on their back verandah as we wait for the 

lights to change. The one reserved for our dogs, sometimes visiting possums. How it 

was a prize after months of window shopping when the shops were already shut for 

the day. Months to choose. Calculating the months it’d take to save up for it.  

Erin in the backseat asks, ‘why didn’t your mum just use a credit card?’ There is 

no trace of sarcasm in her voice.  

Mum knows her stories make no sense. She tells them anyway. She eyes us in 

the rear vision mirror. I can see she’s thinking we’re soft in our 24/7 world of online 

shopping. 

We already know our choices when they get to the drive-through. Mum is slow 

on the pedal though, at the last approach to the grated metal box that will accept our 

order. This daughter of the slow-sofa-buying mother is at the wheel but not quite in 

gear. 

She’s told us the sofa story before. Now, for sure, she has her nose pushed up 

against the glass pane of the past with the hope of a steaming cinnamon doughnut 

from the milk bar still open at the end of the street. Remembering the hot sugar 

burning her tongue as the family walks home again, their hair not so neat now, melted 

sugar smeared down cotton tops. Her mum holding her dad’s hand. Talking about the 

glories behind the shop windows as they would high art in a gallery. 
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